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Seller Slider Marketplace Add-On module is used to create and manage slider in the
Marketplace store. The sellers can easily set image slider on their profile page. The seller
will first upload images along with their URLs(optional) to the slider and can also set the
slider properties.This module helps the sellers to advertise the highlighted features of their
store to the buyers.
All uploaded images will look as a slider on the seller’s profile page. If any of the images
have been uploaded along with the URL by the seller, the buyer will be redirected to the
respective image URL by clicking on the image.
This module is an add-on to Webkul’s Marketplace Module. To use this module you must
have installed first Multi Vendor Marketplace.

Features
The seller can upload multiple images for the slider.
The seller can upload images and save slider settings store view wise.
The seller can change the slider background color.
The admin can enable/disable the extension via back-end configuration settings.
The seller can upload the respective image URL for the slider.
The seller can edit or update URL of an image from the slider.
The seller can delete any of the images from the slider.
The seller can set height and width of the image for the slider.
The seller can set slider animation speed and slider animation duration for that slider.
The seller can manage images and slider very easily.
The seller can upload images and change properties for slider very easily and very
fast.
Buyer can open the image URL from the slider by clicking on the image.

Module Configuration
After the successful installation of the extension, the admin will navigate to Stores>Configuration->Webkul->Marketplace->General Settings->Enable Marketplace
Seller Slider. Here, the admin will enable the module for use and click the save button to
save the configuration setting.
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Front End Management
After the successful installation of the Magento 2 Marketplace Seller Slider module, Seller
can find Manage Seller Slider under the Marketplace tab.
Here the seller can choose the image file and can add its URL link. The seller can upload
multiple images along with their URLs by clicking on “Add other images“. In addition to
this seller can adjust slider properties by setting image width, image height, slider animation
speed, slider animation duration, and the background Color for slider banner.
Please Note: Time unit of slider speed and slide duration is in milliseconds.
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The seller can upload multiple images and delete uploaded images very easily by delete
option on the thumbnail of the respective image uploaded for the slider. The setting option
is also provided on the thumbnail in addition to the delete option for sellers to Edit the
uploaded images URL.
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By clicking on the Edit option of the thumbnail, a pop-up window appears where the seller
can edit or update the respective image URL.

The admin can enable separate dashboard for the sellers from the admin back-end
panel. The admin will navigate through Store > Configuration > Marketplace >
Seller Dashboard Layout Setting.
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After this, the seller can have their separate dashboard. To learn more about the
Seller Separate Dashboard you can click here.

The Seller can click on Manage Slider Images tab to navigate to the slider settings.

The seller slider can be seen in the seller profile. the display of the slider on seller
profile will be according to the setting done in Manage Seller Slider by the seller.
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By moving the pointer over slider we can see next and previous buttons provided for the
next and previous image of the slider. By clicking next arrow, it will slide right to left and
when you click the previous arrow, it will slide left to right.
If any of the images of the slider is clicked then it redirects the buyer to the image URL of
the respective image.

That’s all for the Seller Slider Marketplace Add-On still have any issue feel free to add a
ticket and let us know your views to make the module better at http://webkul.uvdesk.com/.
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